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Abstract

Structural conditions on polynomial systems are developed for which the Dixon-based resultant
methods often compute exact resultants. For cases when this cannot be done, the degree of the
extraneous factor in the projection operator computed using the Dixon-based methods is typically
minimal. A method for constructing a resultant matrix based on a combination of Sylvester-dialytic
and Dixon methods is proposed. A heuristic for variable ordering for this construction often leading
to exact resultants is developed.
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1 Introduction

Resultant matrices based on the Dixon formulation have turned out to be quite efficient in practice for
simultaneously eliminating many variables on a variety of examples from different application domains;
for details and comparison with other resultant formulations and elimination methods, see [KS95, CK02a]
and http://www.cs.unm.edu/∼artas. Necessary conditions can be derived on parameters in a problem
formulation under which the associated polynomial system has a solution. A main limitation of this
approach is that often an extraneous factor is generated [KS97] with no relation with the resultant of
a given polynomial system. This paper reports results about polynomial systems for which the Dixon
formulation leads to the exact resultant (without any extraneous factor). These results generalize the
earlier results of the authors for bivariate polynomial systems [CK02a] as well as the results of Chionh
[Chi01] and Zhang and Goldman [ZG00] on corner-cut supports for bivariate polynomial systems. A
method for determining a variable ordering is proposed such that the projection operator obtained using
the Dixon formulation using the variable ordering often has the smallest degree. This method has the
distinct advantage of generalizing most known cases of unmixed polynomial systems (such as n-degree
systems as well as systems with corner-cut supports) for which the Dixon formulation is known to compute
the resultant exactly [CK00a, CK02a].

In an earlier paper [CK02a], the bivariate case was completely analyzed by the authors. The notion
of a support-interior point with respect to the support of a polynomial system was introduced, and it was
shown that unlike other points in the Newton polytope (convex hull) of the support, including monomials
corresponding to support-interior points do not change the degree of the extraneous factor. Thus, given
a generic unmixed polynomial system with a given support, the projection operator computed using the
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Dixon formulation has the same degree as that of a related generic unmixed polynomial system with a
support which along with the original support, also includes all support-interior points. The definition
of a support-interior point (with the same desired properties) is generalized to an arbitrary dimension.

Sylvester-type multiplier matrices based on the Dixon formulation are introduced using a general
construction which turns out to be effective especially for mixed polynomial systems. This construction
generalizes a construction discussed in our previous work [CK00b]. Multiplier sets for each polynomial in
a given polynomial system are computed, generating a matrix whose determinant (or the determinant of
a maximal minor) includes the resultant. It is shown that an arbitrary monomial can be used to do this
construction. For the unmixed case, this construction is shown to be optimal if the monomial used is from
the support of the polynomial system. To be precise, given a generic unmixed polynomial system, if the
Dixon formulation produces a Dixon matrix whose determinant is the resultant, then the Sylvester-type
multiplier matrices (henceforth, called the Dixon multiplier matrices) based on the proposed construction
also have the resultant as their determinants. In case the Dixon matrix is such that the determinant of
the maximal minor has an extraneous factor besides the resultant, the Dixon multiplier matrix does not
have an extraneous factor of higher degree. Thus, no additional extraneous factor is contributed to the
result by the proposed construction.

The main advantage of using the Dixon multiplier matrices over the associated Dixon matrices is (i)
in the mixed case, the Dixon multiplier matrices can have resultants as their determinants, whereas the
Dixon matrices often have determinants which includes along with the resultants, extraneous factors;
further, if the determinant of a Dixon multiplier matrix has an extraneous factor with the resultant,
the degree of the extraneous factor is lower than the degree of the extraneous factor appearing in the
determinant of the Dixon matrix, (ii) the Dixon multiplier matrices can be stored and computed more
efficiently, given that the entries are either zero or the coefficients of the monomials in the polynomials;
this is in contrast to the entries of the Dixon matrices which are determinants in the coefficients. This
paper is a summary of results; details including proofs of the results reported in this paper can be found
in [CK02b] and [CK02c]).

2 Multivariate Resultants

Consider a system of polynomial equations F = {f0, . . . , fd},

f0 =
∑

α∈A0

c0,αxα, · · · , fd =
∑

α∈Ad

cd,αxα,

where for each i ∈ {0, . . . , d}, support Ai ⊂ Nd and monomial xα = (xα1
1 xα2

2 · · ·xαd

d ) where c = (ci,α) are
parameters. We will denote by A = 〈A0,A1, . . . ,Ad〉, the support of the polynomial system F .

The goal is to derive condition on parameters c so that the polynomial system F = 0 has a solution.
This problem can be viewed as the elimination of variables from the polynomial system. Such a condition
exists for a large family of polynomial systems, and is called the resultant of the polynomial system. Since
the number of equations is more than the number of variables, in general, for arbitrary values of ci,α,
the polynomial system F does not have any solution. Therefore resultant is a necessary and sufficient
condition to have a solution. Depending on the solution space (variety) one is interested in, different
resultants can be computed. Here we will assume that solution space is projective closure of the algebraic
torus (C∗)d. The reader can consult [EM99, GKZ94, Stu94, BEM00] for a detailed background.

2.1 Degree of the Resultant

The convex hull of the support of a polynomial f is called its Newton polytope, and will be denoted as
N (f) = Conv(A), where A is the support of f . The Newton polytopes of a polynomial system determines
the number of its roots in the toric variety. In a generic setting, it is possible to write a formula for the
number of toric solutions of a polynomial system using the theory of mixed volumes of the associated
Newton polytopes.
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Let µ(A0, . . . ,Ai−1,Ai+1, . . . ,Ad) be the number of solutions of a generic polynomial system F−{fi}
in (C∗)d. This bound is called the BKK bound after Bernstein, Kouchnirenko and Khovansky who
studied the number of solutions of a polynomial system in 70’s over the toric variety. In a generic
unmixed case when N (fi) = N (fj), for any i ∈ {0, . . . , d},

µ(A0, . . . ,Ai−1,Ai+1, . . . ,Ad) = d ! Vol(Ai).

see [CLO98]. In the resultant, the degree of the coefficients of f0 is equal to the number of the common
roots of the rest of the polynomials. It is possible to choose any fi and the resultant expression can be
expressed by substituting in fi, the common roots of the remaining polynomial multiplied by a factor
independent of fi [PS93]. The degree of the coefficients of fi in the resultant thus equals the number of
roots of the remaining set of polynomials. We abuse the notation somewhat and denote the BKK bound
of a d + 1 polynomial system by 〈b0, b1, . . . , bd〉 as well as B, where bi = µ(A0, . . . ,Ai−1,Ai+1, . . . ,Ad)
and B =

∑d
i=0 bi.

2.2 Resultant Matrices

One way to compute the resultant of a given polynomial system is to construct a matrix with a
property that whenever the polynomial system has a solution, such a matrix has a deficient rank, thereby
implying that the determinant of any maximal minor is a multiple of the resultant. The BKK bound
then serves as the lower bound on the size of such a matrix.

A simple way to construct a resultant matrix is to use the dialytic method, i.e., multiply each poly-
nomial with a finite set of monomials, and rewrite the resulting system in the matrix form. We call such
a matrix a multiplier matrix. This alone, however, does not guarantee that a matrix so constructed is a
resultant matrix.

Definition 2.1 Given a set of polynomials {f1, . . . , fk} in variables x1, . . . , xd and finite monomials sets
X1, . . . , Xk, where Xi = { xα | α ∈ Nd }, denote by Xifi = { xαfi | xα ∈ Xi}. The matrix representing
the polynomial system Xifi for all i = 1, . . . , k, can be written as




X1f1

X2f2

...
Xkfk


 = M ×X = 0,

where XT =
(
xβ1 , . . . ,xβl

)
such that xβ ∈ X if there exist i such that xβ = xαxγ where xα ∈ Xi and

xγ ∈ fi. Such matrices will be called as the multiplier matrices.

If a given multiplier matrix is square and non-singular, and the corresponding polynomial system has
a solution which does not make the monomial vector X identically zero, then its determinant is a multiple
of the resultant over a variety that contains that solution. Furthermore, the requirement on the matrix
to be non-singular (or even square) can be relaxed, as long as it can be shown that its rank becomes
deficient whenever there exist a solution; in such cases, the multiple of the resultant can be extracted
from a maximal minor of this matrix.

Note that such matrices are usually quite sparse: matrix entries are either zero or coefficients of the
polynomials in the original system. Good examples of resultant multiplier matrices are Sylvester [Syl53]
for the univariate case, and Macaulay [Mac16] as well Newton matrices of [CE00] for the multivariate
case; they all differ only in the selection of multiplier sets Xi.

If the BKK bound of a given polynomial system is given by a tuple 〈b0, b1, . . . , bd〉, then |Xi| ≥ bi

and the matrix size must be at least B (the sum of all the bi’s) for it to be a candidate for the resultant
matrix of the polynomial system.

In the following sections, we show how the Dixon formulation can be used to construct multiplier
matrices for the multivariate case. We first give a brief overview of the Dixon formulation, define the
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concepts of the Dixon polynomial and the Dixon matrix of a given polynomial system. Expressing the
Dixon polynomial using the Cauchy-Binet expansion of determinants of a matrix turns out to be very
useful for illustrating the dependence of the construction on the support of a given polynomial system.

2.2.1 Dixon Matrix

In [Dix08], Dixon generalized Bezout-Cayley’s construction for computing the resultant of two univari-
ate polynomials to the bivariate case. In [KSY94], Kapur, Saxena and Yang further generalized this
construction to the general multivariate case; the concepts of Dixon polynomial and Dixon matrix were
introduced as well. Below, the generalized multivariate Dixon formulation for simultaneously eliminating
many variables from a polynomial system and computing its resultant is reviewed. More details can be
found in [KS95].

In contrast to multiplier matrices, the Dixon matrix is dense since its entries are determinants of the
coefficients of the polynomials in the original polynomial system. It has the advantage of being an order
of magnitude smaller in comparison to a multiplier matrix, which is important as the computation of the
determinant of a matrix with symbolic entries is sensitive to its size. The Dixon matrix is constructed
through the computation of the Dixon polynomial, which is expressed in matrix form.

Let πi(xα) = xα1
1 · · ·xαi

i x
αi+1
i+1 · · ·xαd

d , for i ∈ {0, . . . , d}, and xi’s are new variables; π0(xα) = xα. πi

is extended to polynomials in a natural way as: πi(f(x1, . . . , xd)) = f(x1, . . . , xi, xi+1, . . . , xd).

Definition 2.2 Given a polynomial system F = {f0, . . . , fd}, where F ⊂ Q[c][x1, . . . , xd], define its
Dixon polynomial as

θ(f0, . . . , fd)=
d∏

i=1

1
xi − xi

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

π0(f0) π0(f1) · · · π0(fd)
π1(f0) π1(f1) · · · π1(fd)

...
...

. . .
...

πd(f0) πd(f1) · · · πd(fd)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
.

Hence θ(f0, f1, . . . , fd) ∈ Q[c][x1, . . . , xd, x1, . . . , xd], where x1, x2, . . . , xd are new variables.

The order in which original variables in x are replaced by new variables in x is significant in the sense
that Dixon polynomials computed using two different orderings may be different.

Definition 2.3 A Dixon polynomial θ(f0, . . . , fd) can be written in bilinear form as

θ(f0, f1, . . . , fd) = XΘXT ,

where X = [xβ1 , . . . ,xβk ] and X = [xα1 , . . . ,xαl ] are row vectors. The k× l matrix Θ is called the Dixon
matrix.

Each entry in the matrix Θ is a polynomial in the coefficients of the original polynomials in F ;
moreover its degree in the coefficients of any given polynomial is at most 1. Therefore, the projection
operator computed using the Dixon formulation can be of at most of degree |X| in the coefficients of any
single polynomial.

Below, we show a relationship between the support of a given polynomial system A = 〈A0, . . . ,Ad〉
and the support of its Dixon polynomial.

2.2.2 Dixon Matrix & Support of Polynomial System

Proposition 2.1 [CK00a] Let F = {f0, f1, . . . , fd} be a polynomial system and let A = 〈A0, . . . ,Ad〉 be
the support of F . Let σ = 〈σ0, . . . , σd〉 ∈ A be a support where σi ∈ Ai for i = 0, . . . , d. Then

θ(f0, f1, . . . , fd) =
∑

σ∈A
σ(c) σ(x),
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where θσ = σ(c) σ(x) and

σ(c) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

c0,σ0 c0,σ1 · · · c0,σd

c1,σ0 c1,σ1 · · · c1,σd

...
...

. . .
...

cd,σ0 cd,σ1 · · · cd,σd

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
and σ(x) =

d∏

i=1

1
xi − xi

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

π0 (xασ0 ) π0 (xασ1 ) · · · π0 (xασd )
π1 (xασ0 ) π1 (xασ1 ) · · · π1 (xασd )

...
...

. . .
...

πd (xασ0 ) πd (xασ1 ) · · · πd (xασd )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
.

The above identity shows that if generic coefficients are assumed in the polynomial system, then the
support of the Dixon polynomial depends entirely on the support of the polynomial system. To emphasize
the dependence of Θ on A, the above identity can also be written as θA =

∑
σ∈A θσ.

We define the support of the Dixon polynomial as:

∆A = {α | xα ∈ θ(f0, . . . , fd)} ,

where A = 〈A0, . . . ,Ad〉, Ai is the support of fi. Let

∆A = {α | xα ∈ θ(f0, . . . , fd)} .

For the generic case, using the Cauchy-Binet formula,

∆A =
⋃

σ∈A
∆σ,

because of genericity, θσ does not cancel any part of θτ for any σ, τ ∈ A and σ 6= τ .
One of the properties of σ(x), we will use, is that

∆σ = {α | xα ∈ θσ |xi=1} ,

that is, substituting xi = 1 for i = 1, . . . , d, does not change the support of the Dixon polynomial. This
can be seen by noting that given a monomial in the expansion of the determinant of σ(x) in terms of
variables x1, . . . , xd, its coefficient in terms of variables x1, . . . , xd can be uniquely identified. Hence,
substituting xi = 1 will not cancel any monomials as if there was cancellation, it should happen without
substitution in the first place.

3 Dixon Multiplier Matrix

We define a Dixon multiplier matrix which is related to the Dixon matrix in the same way as Sylvester
matrix is related to Bezout ’s; the first relationship generalizes the the second. This formulation also
generalizes some of the earlier results which first appeared in [CK00b].

3.1 Construction

Let m be a monomial in variables {x1, x2, . . . , xd}. For abbreviation, let

θ = θ(f0, f1, . . . , fd), and also
θi(m) = θ(f0, . . . , fi−1, m, fi+1, . . . , fd).

Recall that in [CK00b], θi =θi(1)=θ(f0, . . . , fi−1, 1, fi+1, . . . , fd).

Theorem 3.1

m θ(f0, . . . , fd) =
d∑

i=0

fi θi(m).
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In the case where m = 1, the above identity was already used in [CK00b] as well [CM96] to show that
the Dixon polynomial is in the ideal of the original polynomial system. For unmixed polynomial systems,
using a general monomial m enables us to build smaller Dixon multiplier matrices as there is a choice in
selecting m. Note that it is crucial that m does not vanish on any solution of the polynomial system F .

In bilinear form θi(m) = Xi Θi(m) Xi, where Θi(m) is the Dixon matrix of {f0,. . .,fi−1,m,fi+1,. . ., fd}.
Expressing θi(m) in the term of Θi(m) matrix, we have θi(m)fi = (XiΘi(m)Xi)fi = (XiΘi(m))(Xifi).
Thus, we can construct a multiplier matrix by using monomial multipliers Xi for fi. Using the above
notation, we can rewrite the formula for the Dixon matrix,

mθ(f0, . . . , fd)=X Θ mX =
d∑

i=0

θi(m)fi =
d∑

i=0

XiΘi(m)Xifi

= Y (Θ0(m) : · · · : Θd(m))




X0f0

X1f1

...
Xdfd




= Y (T ×M) Y = Y Θ′ Y,

where Y =
⋃d

i=0 Xi and Θ′ = T ×M . Therefore,

X Θ m X = Y Θ′ Y.

Note that m X ⊆ Y , and X ⊆ Y ; therefore, Θ and Θ′ are the same matrices except for Θ′ having some
extra zero rows and columns.

3.2 Maximal Minors

It was proved in [KLS95] that under certain conditions, any maximal minor of the Dixon matrix is a
projection operator (i.e., the nontrivial multiple of the resultant). More recently [BEM00] has established
that any maximal minor of the Dixon matrix is a projection operator of a certain variety which is the
projective closure of the associated affine set. These results immediately apply to the Dixon multiplier
matrix, establishing that it is a resultant matrix.

Consider the following ”specialization” map φ such that given a polynomial f =
∑

α cαxα,

φ(f) =
∑
α

φ (cα)xα and φ(cα) ∈ C, so that f ∈ C[x].

Theorem 3.2 ([KS96],[BEM00]) The determinant of a maximal minor of the Dixon matrix Θ of a
polynomial system F , is a projection operator, that is

det
(

max
minor

(Θ)
)

= e R,

where R is the resultant of the polynomial system F , that is, φ(F) ≡ 0 has a solution if and only if
φ(R) = 0.

The next theorem shows that the resultant is a factor in the projection operator computed from the
Dixon multiplier matrix using maximal minor construction. Note that in the construction of a Dixon
multiplier matrix, we must assume that for a map φ such that φ(F) ≡ 0 has a solution in the respective
variety, φ(m) 6= 0 for the monomial m used to construct the Dixon multiplier matrix. This is the case
when the common root is in is (C∗)d.

Theorem 3.3 The Dixon multiplier matrix is a resultant matrix, that is,

det
(

max
minor

(M)
)

= e R,

where R is the resultant of the polynomial system F .
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The proof of this theorem is based on the fact that Θ = T ×M and that the Dixon Matrix Θ is the
resultant matrix. R divides determinant of maximal minor of M , and not T since it is the condition for
the existence of a solution of the polynomial system, and matrix M represents that polynomial system.
Another implication of this relationship of Θ and M is that the gcd of all maximal minors of T appears
as a factor, among others, in any projection operator computed from the Dixon matrix.

3.3 Multiplier Sets using the Dixon Method

There is an interesting relationship between the multipliers used in the construction of a Dixon multiplier
matrix and the monomials of the Dixon polynomial, which also label the columns of the Dixon matrix.

Proposition 3.1 Given the support A of a polynomial system F , let

A(i, α) = 〈A0, . . . ,Ai−1, {α},Ai+1, . . . ,Ad〉,
where θA(i,α) = θi(xα). Then, for any α ∈ Nd,

∆A ⊆
d⋃

i=0

∆A(i,α).

Proof: Note that ∆A(i,α) is the support of θi(xα). Since xα θ(f0, . . . , fd) =
∑d

i=0 fi θi(xα), we can
conclude that

∆A ⊆
d⋃

i=0

∆A(i,α),

since no fi has terms in variables xi. The Dixon polynomial depends on the variable order used in its
construction. Let ∆〈x1,x2,...,xd〉

A stand for the support of the Dixon polynomial constructed using the
variable order 〈x1, x2, . . . , xd〉, i.e., x1 is first replaced, followed by x2 and so on. Therefore

∆
〈xd,...,x1〉
A ⊆

d⋃

i=0

∆
〈xd,...,x1〉
A(i,α) .

However, ∆
〈xd,...,x1〉
A = ∆〈x1,...,xd〉

A , as can be seen from the definition 2.2 of θ. The statement of the
proposition then follows from the above three relations. 2

Proposition 3.2 Let α ∈ Ak for all k ∈ {0, . . . , d}; then,
⋃d

i=0 ∆A(i,α) ⊆ ∆A.

From Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, we have:

Theorem 3.4 Let α ∈ Ak for all k ∈ {0, . . . , d}, then

∆A =
d⋃

i=0

∆A(i,α).

In particular, for an unmixed A, ∆A = ∆A(i,α) for any i and α ∈ Ai. The above property shows that
the columns of the Dixon matrix are exactly the monomial multipliers of the Dixon multiplier matrix.

3.4 Dixon-Invariant Support Points

Definition 3.1 A point (degree exponent) α ∈ Nd of a polynomial fi is called Dixon-invariant w.r.t.
Ai for some i ∈ {0, . . . , d} of a polynomial system with support A = 〈A0, . . . ,Ad〉 if

∆〈A0,...,Ai∪{α},...,Ad〉 = ∆〈A0,...,Ad〉,

that is, the generic presence of the monomial corresponding to this point in the polynomial system does
not influence the size of the associated Dixon matrix. Let Ãi denote the set of all Dixon-invariant points
w.r.t. Ai.
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In the unmixed case, a Dixon-invariant point is interior to the convex hull of the support, i.e., its Newton
polytope, but the converse does not hold. Including a monomial corresponding to an arbitrary point
interior w.r.t. a Newton polytope can, however, increase the size of the Dixon matrix.

In the following discussion, Dixon-invariant points will be shown to be among the best choice for a
monomial m in Dixon multiplier matrices; later they will also be related to the support of a polynomial
system. In a later section, we give a geometric description of such points within a support and the
associated Newton polytope.

3.5 Choosing a Monomial for Constructing Multiplier Sets

The choice of a monomial m for constructing the Dixon multiplier matrix affects its size and structure.
Our goal is to choose m so as to produce the smallest possible resultant matrix for a given polynomial
system, as then the extraneous factor appearing in a projection operator is minimized. It is proved below
that choosing m = xα where α is Dixon-invariant produces the smallest Dixon multiplier matrices.

Theorem 3.5 For any α, β ∈ ⋃d
i=0 Ãi,

|Mα| = |Mβ | = min
γ∈Nd

|Mγ |

where Mα and Mβ are Dixon multiplier matrices constructed using monomial m = xα and m = xβ

respectively.

The proof of the theorem is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1 below.

Lemma 3.1 Let k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d}, and β ∈ Nd. If α ∈ ⋂d
i=0
i6=k

Ãi, ∆A(k,α) ⊆ ∆A(k,β).

Proof: cardA(α) = d. Using Lemma 3.2 proved below, it follows that ∆A(k,β) = ∆A(k,{β}∪{α}); since
∆A(k,α) ⊆ ∆A(k,{β}∪{α}), the statement of the lemma follows. 2

Given α ∈ Nd, and a polynomial system support A = 〈A0, . . . ,Ad〉, let cardA(α) denote the number
of indices i such that each α ∈ Ai.

Lemma 3.2 Given a polynomial system with support A = 〈A0, . . . ,Ad〉, let P = 〈P0, . . . ,Pd〉 be an
unmixed polynomial system support such that Pi = A0 ∪ · · · ∪ Ad. If cardA(α) ≥ d, then ∆A = ∆P .

Proof: Clearly A ⊆ P as for any σ ∈ A, σ ∈ P. To show that ∆A ⊇ ∆P , note that for any σ = 〈σ0, . . . , σd〉
the order of σ’s does not change ∆σ. Since cardA(α) ≥ d, it is always possible for any σ ∈ P to rearrange
σ so that σi ∈ Ai and hence σ ∈ A. Therefore ∆A ⊇ ∆P . 2

Lemma 3.1 states that for any choice of m = xβ , the set of multipliers for fk must include all the
multipliers in case m is chosen to be xα. If

⋂d
i=0 Ãi is non-empty, then any choice of α in

⋂d
i=0 Ãi will

yield matrices of smallest size.
On the other hand, in the unlikely case when

⋂d
i=0 Ãi = ®, supports Ai can be translated so that

the intersection is not empty. Even in the case of non-empty intersection of supports, this heuristic
of translating supports might be beneficial in minimizing the size of Dixon multiplier matrix; an exact
analysis of this needs further study.

3.6 Size of Dixon Multiplier Matrix

Theorem 3.4 implies that in unmixed cases, for A = 〈A0, . . . ,Ad〉 where Ai = Aj , if α ∈ Ãi then

(d + 1) size (Θ) = size (Mα) ,

that is, the size of the Dixon multiplier matrix is exactly d + 1 times bigger. We also have:

Theorem 3.6 Given a generic, unmixed polynomial system F and a monomial m in F (or m being
Dixon invariant in F), then if the Dixon matrix is exact, then the Dixon multiplier matrix built with
θi(m) is also exact.
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In mixed cases the ratio between sizes of two matrices is at most d+1, therefore, Dixon multiplier
matrices are as good as Dixon matrices in unmixed cases, in terms of extraneous factors and usually
better in mixed cases.

4 Support of the Dixon Polynomial

The support of the Dixon polynomial of a generic polynomial system with support A admits a geo-
metric description and is, therefore, practically more advantageous to compute than the direct expansion
of the Dixon polynomial.

4.1 Support Interior

Definition 4.1 Given k ∈ Zd
2 and p, q ∈ Nd, define

p <
k

q if
{

pj < qj if kj = 1,
pj ≥ qj if kj = 0.

Note that from above, pj is strictly smaller that qj , but from below, pj is equal or greater that qj . If
equality is also permitted from above, it will be denoted by p ≤

k
q. For fixed k, this relation is transitive,

but it is not a total order.
Given a point p and any set P ⊂ Nd, denote by

p ¢ P ⇐⇒ ∀ k ∈ Zd
2, ∃ q ∈ P s.t. p <

k
q,

and similarly by p £ P, if for in the above condition p ≤
k

q. Let

P̂ = { p | p £ P} ,

denote thesupport P closed with its support interior points.
Given the support of a polynomial, its convex hull is the Newton polytope associated with the poly-

nomial. The BKK bound on the number of roots discussed above tells us that the degree of the resultant
is determined by the mixed volume of the Newton polytopes of the polynomials. In this sense, points
strictly interior in the Newton polytope, i.e., the convex hull, do not change the degree of the resultant.
It will be ideal to have a method for constructing resultant matrices such that the size of the resultant
matrix is determined by the Newton polytope of the polynomials, but in practice, for all methods, points
interior to the Newton polytope do affect the size of the resultant matrix; including additional points
interior to the Newton polytope usually result in bigger resultant matrices with their determinants having
additional extraneous factors besides the resultants.

We analyze the role of points interior to a Newton polytope vis a vis the size of Dixon-based resultant
matrices. Since the size of the Dixon matrix as well as the Dixon multiplier matrix are determined by
the support of the Dixon polynomial, we identify points within a Newton polytope such that whenever
monomials corresponding to these points are introduced generically in a polynomial system, the structure
of the associated Dixon polynomial and hence, the size of the Dixon matrix remains invariant.

Clearly P̂ ⊆ Conv(P) ∩ Zd, i.e., support interior is a subset of the Newton polytope. Below we
show that support interior points do not affect the size and the structure of the support of the Dixon
polynomial, and hence, the degree of the projection operator computed using the Dixon formulation.
This is similar to the mixed volume, where points inside the convex hull do not change the number of
roots polynomial system has, and hence the resultant degree. A proof of the following theorem is given
in [CK02c].

Theorem 4.1 Given an unmixed polynomial system A = 〈A0, . . . ,Ad〉,
Â = Ã,

i.e., a support interior point is Dixon-invariant and a Dixon-invariant point is support interior.
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5 Unmixed Polynomial Systems, Exact Cases for Dixon Method

Consider an unmixed polynomial system 〈A,A, . . . ,A〉. Assume that A is situated at the origin, in the
first octant, that is, ∃α ∈ A s.t. ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, αi = 0. We will call such a support to be cornered.
Given a cornered support A = {α1, . . . , αn}, let bi = maxn

j=1 αj,i.

Definition 5.1 Given a support A, define its box to be

B = { p = (p1, . . . , pd) | 0 ≤ pi ≤ bi }.

An unmixed polynomial system with the support B is called n-degree. Note that B̂ = B.

Proposition 5.1 The support of the Dixon polynomial of an n-degree generic polynomial system is

∆B = { p = (p1, . . . , pd) | 0 ≤ pi < i bi }.

Hence, |∆B| = d! Vol(B) = d!
∏d

i=1 bi. The above was already established in [KS96] and [Sax97]. That
is, Dixon-based matrices are exact for polynomial systems with n-degree support. Recently, [ZG00] has
shown that exact multiplier matrices can be constructed in the bivariate case for polynomial systems
whose support is bi-degree with corners removed. In [CK02a], we have generalized this result to show
that Dixon matrices can be used to compute exact resultants for polynomial systems whose support is
bi-degree with arbitrary corners removed. We generalize these ideas to the multivariate case; the results
do not as yet provide a complete analysis for the multivariate case, but are still of practical and theoretical
significance.

5.1 Support Projections & Variable Order

The support of the Dixon polynomial is in essence the Minkowski sum of the projections of the supports
of polynomials in the system. Depending on a variable order used in the construction (definition 2.2),
different Dixon polynomials can be obtained, and more importantly, the size of the polynomials might not
be the same. Smaller Dixon polynomial will result in smaller Dixon as well as Dixon multiplier matrix
and hence, smaller extraneous factor in a projection operator.

5.1.1 Projections of Supports

In general, for any set Q ⊂ Nd, let Q1...i stand for the ith projection of Q, i.e.,

Q1...i = { (a1, . . . , ai, 0, . . . , 0) | a ∈ Q }
Q∗1...i = { (a1, . . . , ai, ∗, . . . , ∗) | a ∈ Q }, and

where (a1, . . . , ai, ∗, . . . , ∗) is a set of points whose last d− i coordinates are arbitrary.
Since we know the support of the Dixon polynomial for a generic polynomial system with a box support

B, for a generic polynomial system with support A, we relate the difference between the support ∆B of
the Dixon polynomial of the system with the box support B to the support ∆A of the Dixon polynomial of
the system with the support A to the difference between the box support B and the support A. Consider
the complement of A in B for every projection (− is the set difference operator): C1...i = B1...i−Â1...i and
sub-complement S1...i = C1...i−C∗1...i−1. In all cases, |S1...1| = 0, as B1...1 = Â1...1. An important property
of sub-complements is that they are disjoint for any projection, that is, S∗1...i ∩ S∗1...j = ® for i 6= j,
which comes from the fact that C∗1...j ∩ B ⊆ C1...i for j < i. Also, note that A = B −⋃d

i=1 S∗1...i.
Given S1...i, it can be split into 2i pieces as follows. For every k ∈ Zi

2, define a set Sk
1...i, where a point

p ∈ S1...i, belongs to Sk
1...i if there does not exist α ∈ A such that p ≤

k
α.

Sk
1...i =

{
p | p ∈ S1...i and @α ∈ A s.t. p ≤

k
α

}
.
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The union of all Sk
1...i is the entire set S1...i, i.e., S1...i =

⋃
k∈Zi

2
Sk

1...i but Sk
1...i’s are not necessarily disjoint

for different k’s.
Since for A, the support complement S∗1...i is a part which is “missing” from B, there is a corresponding

part for ∆A which is “missing” from ∆B. This is similar to the analysis done for the bivariate case in
[CK02a].

Definition 5.2 Let k ∈ Zd
2, and T k

1...i = rk + Sk
1...i and set T1...i =

⋃
k∈Zd

2
T k

1...i, where for rk =
(rk

1 , . . . , rk
d) ∈ Nd,

rk
j =

{
(j − 1) bj − 1 if kj = 1,

0 if kj = 0,

In addition to ∆A ⊆ ∆B, we have:

Theorem 5.1 ∆A ⊆ ∆B −
⋃d

i=1 T ∗1...i.

To estimate an upper bound of the support of the Dixon polynomial, a number of properties of T1...i are
needed. The proofs are given in [CK02b].

Proposition 5.2 For i, j ∈ {0, . . . , d},

(i) T k
1...i ∩ T l

1...i = ® for k, l ∈ Zi
2 and k 6= l,

(ii) T ∗1...i ∩ T ∗1...j = ® for i 6= j,

(iii) |T1...i| =
∑

k∈Zi
2
|Sk

1...i|.

Using these properties along with |T ∗1...i ∩∆B| = d!
i! |T1...i|

∏d
j=i+1 bj , we get the following inequality:

|∆A| ≤ d!
d∏

i=1

bi −
d∑

i=1


d!

i!
|T1...i|

d∏

j=i+1

bj


 . (1)

5.2 Exact Cases

For supports A for which the inequality (1) becomes equality, the matrices constructed using the Dixon
formulation are exact. In other words,

|∆A|=d!
d∏

i=1

bi −
d∑

i=1


d!

i!
|T1...i|

d∏

j=i+1

bj


 =⇒ |∆A|=d!Vol(A)

The above implication defines a broad class of supports for which the Dixon formulation produces exact
resultants. It generalizes most known unmixed exact cases, including n-degree systems [KS96], bivariate
corner-cut supports [ZG00, Chi01], as well as their generalizations discussed in [CK02a].

For example, for an n-degree system, each set S1...i = ®; hence, |T1...i| = 0 and |∆A| = |∆B| and
therefore |∆A| = d !

∏d
i=1 bi = d ! Vol(A).

Below, a generalization of a bivariate corner-cut support for which the Dixon based methods compute
the exact resultant, to an arbitrary dimension is discussed.

Given A, define A−i to be the projection of A on the ith coordinate, i.e.,

A−i = {(a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , ad) |
(a1, . . . , ai−1, ai, ai+1, . . . , ad) ∈ A}.
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1. Corner-cut: A is called corner-cut if and only if for all i ∈ {1, . . . , d},

Â−i = B−i, and
Sk

1...d is a d-dimensional rectangle
for each k ∈ Zd

2.

2. Almost Corner-cut: A is called almost corner-cut if there is some j ∈ {1, . . . , d} such that for
each i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, i 6= j and

Â−i = B−i,
Sk

1...d is a d-dimensional rectangle
for all k ∈ Zd

2,

and for each k′ ∈ Zd−1
2 , Sk′

−j is a d-1 dimensional rectangle, where Sk′
−j is defined as Sk′

1...(j−1)(j+1)...d.

Theorem 5.2 (d-dimensional Corner-Cut) Given an unmixed generic
polynomial system with a corner-cut support A, the Dixon Matrix is exact
for any variable order used to construct it.

The notion of an almost corner-cut support is slightly more general than a
corner-cut support; the jth coordinate for which Â−j 6= B−j , corresponds
to considering the variable xj last, in the variable order used to construct
the Dixon polynomial.

The example in the above figure is that of an almost corner-cut support; it is not corner-cut. Assuming
that the vertical axis is the z axis, it can be seen that Â−z 6= B−z, but Sk′

−z is a rectangle. For other
coordinates Â−x = B−x and Â−y = B−y.

Theorem 5.3 (Almost Corner-Cut) Given an unmixed generic polynomial system with an almost
corner-cut support A, the Dixon Matrix is exact for any variable order used to construct it except that
the last variable in the variable order is xj.

Due to space limitations, proofs of these theorems could not be included in the paper. An interested
reader is referred to the technical report [CK02b] for detailed proofs.

We have thus settled an open problem raised in [ZG00] of generalizing corner cut supports to mul-
tidimensional cases. Corner-cut support can be generalized in many different ways; it is shown above
that the Dixon formulation is exact for corner-cut and almost corner-cut supports as defined above.
There are families of generic unmixed polynomial systems whose support is neither corner-cut nor almost
corner-cut, yet the Dixon formulation still produces exact resultants. A notable such family is that of
multigraded systems introduced in [MS87] and analyzed for Dixon construction in [CK00a].

5.3 A Heuristic for Minimizing the Degree of the Extraneous Factor

Based on the above inequality (1), the following greedy heuristic for picking the best variable order to
construct the Dixon Matrix is proposed. The main objective is to maximize |T1...i|

∏d
j=i+1 bj for the

smallest i. Since for i = 1, |T1...i| = 0, one need to choose first two coordinates so that |T1...2|
∏d

j=3 bj

is maximized. Trying all combinations of two variables, first two variables can be fixed in O(d2) times
the cost of computing |T1...2|

∏d
j=3 bj . (One can estimate the size of T1...i in linear time in terms of the

number of points in A if intermediate values are computed and stored using appropriate data structures,
which can be done at the cost of O(2dn) as shown in [CK02b]). Third variable can be fixed only after
d−2 calculations of |T1...3|

∏d
j=4 bj , fourth after d−3 and so on; this can be done at a cost not exceeding

O(d2n). So the best variable order can be established in O(nd) (without increasing the complexity of
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computing the Dixon matrix) where the brute force approach is of O(d!nd) as each evaluation of the
Dixon polynomial is O(nd).

This heuristic reduces the right hand side of the above inequality to a minimum. For cases where
the inequality becomes equality, this procedure will establish an optimal variable order. It has a limita-
tion, however; in the unlikely case where most of the |T1...i| are the same for different combinations of
coordinates, the above heuristic may not lead to a best variable order. Nevertheless, without incurring
additional cost of computing, it is possible to find ways to minimize the size of Dixon matrix and hence
the degree of the projection operator.

5.4 Summary

Conditions on supports have been identified for which the Dixon based resultant formulations compute
exact resultants of polynomial systems in the generic unmixed case. These conditions are an attempt to
generalize the concept of corner-cut support introduced in [Chi01, ZG00, CK02a] for the bivariate case.
Whereas in the bivariate case, corner-cut supports are a necessary and sufficient condition on bivariate
generic unmixed polynomial systems for which the Dixon-based formulations generate exact resultants,
such a characterization for general multivariate generic unmixed polynomial systems is not known and is
thus worth investigating.
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